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Profile

Sporting talent invested
in home ground victory

“Our family values are
interwoven into
management practices,
starting with a
‘top-down, hands-on’
approach to
management, which
allows staff at sea and
onshore to communicate
with the very top”

grooming and succession.”
Commitment, loyalty and a sense of
belonging are common themes with
Mr Koo. In his role as Hong Kong
Shipowners’ Association chairman,
he has a ring-side seat in the debate
about the need for a shipping
minister in Hong Kong, a campaign
led by another leading Hong Kong
owner, Wah Kwong’s George Chao.
“George’s call for a dedicated
minister is based on his unwavering
commitment, confidence and vision
for Hong Kong’s continued growth
as an international maritime centre.
My personal take is that before we
even draw up our particular wish
list to government, we must first
create a strong culture of
partnership with government. We
must be aware of each other’s
abilities, as well as limitations.”
Awareness of a need for
government to partner more
strongly with private industry came
after the reunification of Hong Kong
with China in 1997, when Mr Koo’s
cousin, CH Tung, became the Hong
Kong SAR’s first chief executive.
“This is not an overnight
phenomenon and government and
the private sector must demonstrate
patience in achieving a strong
partnership, then it does not really
matter whether we have a dedicated
minister or secretary,” he adds.

“The important thing is a
partnership, whereby a clear,
pragmatic and coherent vision of
the long-term objectives can be
drawn up, then implemented and
supported by industry and
government. It takes two to tango.”
Mr Koo is also deeply concerned
about shipping’s environmental
impact, particularly with regards to
CO₂ emissions. “Am I satisfied with
the progress made by the maritime
industry on ship-source pollution?
No. Engine manufacturers have
rolled out plenty of new designs,
but I have not sensed a committed,
proactive energy in dealing with
regulatory statutes that tries to
address issues such as CO₂
emissions. The capability and
technology is certainly there, but we
now have a new generation of
shipping investors who are not
committed towards the obligation
to our environment that comes with
owning shipping hardware.”
And customers are not putting
enough pressure on equipment
manufacturers to address such
issues, he adds.
Showing that his technical
grounding is still ever present, Mr
Koo is running a research and
development initiative with the
University of Southern California on
improving combustion efficiency
and thus cutting emissions at
source, rather than the “band aid”
solution of retrofitting hardware
such as scrubbers.
“The problem inspires rather
than depresses me. Global warming
and greenhouse gases are a
problem we have now and thus we
must take action right away,” he
says.
Whilst clearly proud of his past
and respectful of his predecessors
who built both his company and the
Hong Kong shipping industry, Mr
Koo has a clear eye on the future.
“I feel from the bottom of my
heart that we, as shipowners, have
really earned a lot over the past few
years. So it’s only right that we give
back to the industry and, hopefully,
educate our next generation to own
ships in an accountable,
responsible and ethical way,” he
addds, n
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Going into the family business
instead sports journalism has
been winning move for Tai Chong
Cheang’s Kenneth Koo

ANNA HEALY FENTON

K

ENNETH Koo’s life could
easily have been very
different. After graduating
from university in 1982, he
was offered a sports writing job at
the Los Angeles Times.
He was torn between jumping at
the chance to pursue his first love,
sports journalism, and the lure of
the family business. The latter
finally won. It was not just the
traditions and obligations that he
felt needed to be fulfilled, but his
fascination with the shipping
industry had been fuelled by the
senior members of the Koo dynasty,
not least his father, the legendary
KH Koo and uncle, KW Koo.
As group chairman and chief
executive of the Tai Chong Cheang
Steamship Co, as well as being
current chairman of the Hong Kong
Shipowners’ Association, Mr Koo is
certainly living up to the hopes of
his forebears. While “not exactly in
the patriarch age bracket”, he sees
his contacts with more venerable
counterparts around the world as “a
cross between learning and
introducing a younger generation’s
interpretation of what shipping is
all about”.
Mr Koo’s early introduction to
the business, under the tutelage of
his uncle KW who managed the
technical side of TCC, involved
“getting to know my assets”. There
was little time in a comfortable
office in his formative years — he
was out visiting ships and
shipyards, getting down in the
ballast tanks and engine rooms and
learning on the job about the
practical challenges of shipping.
With a fleet of 12 bulk carriers
and four tankers, TCC is very much

Koo: committed believer in the values of family companies.

a traditional Hong Kong owner,
following the business model of a
family company building ships
against long-term charters. As the
third generation at the helm of TCC,
Mr Koo is a committed believer in
the values of family companies.
“It gives us strength. Our family
values are interwoven into
management practices, starting
with a ‘top-down, hands-on’
approach to management, which
allows staff at sea and onshore to
communicate with the very top. We
look at a ship as an entity, rather
than just an asset, treating shorebased and seafaring staff like family
members. This has created a sense
of belonging, commitment and
loyalty that enables proper
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Succeeding by stealth
A TRULY ‘stealth’ shipping
conference came off successfully
in Miami last week, as the
Association of Ship Brokers and
Agents USA saw 165 delegates
arrive from the US as well as
overseas for the eighth edition of
its annual cargo conference.
There are no bells and whistles
about this event. The speechesand-slideshows part of the
proceedings last barely a day-anda-half and there is no “Person of
the Year”, no funny hats, no gala
dinner — nor any high-profile chief
executives or chairpersons with
their retinue of hangers-on.
Instead, there are scores of
chartering types, ordinary brokers,
and an equal proportion of cargo
interests and owners — although
of the type who would generally
rather avoid the spotlight.
This always has worked just
fine for Lloyd’s List, as these
contacts are precisely the types we
mine durably for ‘proper’ news,
even if it may not always
materialise on the spot. As one
attendee put it: “We are the guys
who do the work, not the ones who
give the speeches.”
We wish there were a way to
illustrate in print the gesture he
made with his fingers as he got to
the “speech” part, which
excellently imitated a parrot.

Roberts: Asba is the only event that is
exclusively dedicated to cargo.

sector tightens its belts, but it
would appear that the recession
has had no significant effect on
Asba’s attendance.
Still, Roberts said: “Our aim is
to be ‘not too small, but not too
big’. After a point, we would have
to adjust to what this means.”

Classic mistakes
THOMAS Miller account executive
Robert Sniffen, a visiting speaker
from the UK, had no trouble
getting into the spirit of this event.
Ostensibly devoted to “systemic
claims exposures” — in other
words, liability when a broker or
agent screws things up — Sniffen’s
presentation was chock-full of real
life anecdotes that brought home
human fallibility in shipping,
without crossing any lines of
decorum or disrespect.
For instance, there was the guy
who fixed a ship to do business in
Odessa. The ship had requisite
authorisations to do business in
Russia but not in Ukraine, and this
guy genuinely thought Odessa was
in Russia.
Or how about the situation in
which frozen cargo was shipped at
+18°C instead of -18°C, or wine was
shipped at -4°C instead of +4°C?
“When they opened the
container in that case, all that fell
out was broken glass shards and
frozen wine,” Sniffen said.
Needless to say, Thomas Miller
stands ready to sell you proper
cover for any such blunders, or
worse, your employees might
contrive to commit. n

Not too big, not too small
TOM Roberts, Asba president and
partner at sale and purchase
brokerage and consultancy firm
Compass Maritime Services, said
the conference serves as the de
facto annual get-together of the US
Shipowners’ Association, which in
reality does not exist.
“Cargo is cash, cargo is king —
and this is the only event that
exclusively is dedicated to cargo,”
said Roberts. “This is the only
event in America where owners,
charterers, agents and brokers get
to meet each other, both to do
business and to network for future
opportunities.”
Asba’s target audience clearly
has embraced this message,
because this year’s delegate count
of 165 comfortably surpassed last
year’s 150, which, in turn, was
comfortably bigger than the 2008
audience.
Roberts admitted that fewer
tanker companies sent
representatives this year as the
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WHERE THE WHOLE INDUSTRY DOES BUSINESS

CONTAINER TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS IN ACTION - ACROSS ROAD, RAIL AND SEA
Looking at the issues of how to manage shipping
The Future of Intermodalism
containers across multiple transport modes, from in a Post-Recession World
trucks to rail from ships to barges, to meet
Topics include
increasingly demanding objectives. Intermodal
• Discover what you could gain and what you
could lose when selecting an integrated system
Europe offers a unique opportunity to discover the
products and meet the suppliers who will give you • New intermodal solutions to
connect Europe to the North African gateways
the competitive advantage in the future.
• Solve the issue of repositioning containers

Free to
attend
conference

The event for professionals
involved in the intermodal
industry including:

Register today for free at www.intermodal-events.com/Lloyds
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